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Disability Employment
A bit of the past, a bit of the present and how you can create
your own future.

Peter Smith
Director

Centre for Disability Employment Research and Practice

Where did we start from?
Largely established after World War One to aid in
rehabilitation using a medical model.
1941 - Federal Government amended the 1908 Invalid
and Old Age Pensions Act to allow the government to
offer vocational training.
1948 - Work experience became part of the scheme
(called work therapy to relieve employers of having to
pay).
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Around same time sheltered workshops where being
established to provide “farm skills training”.
Others were established to provide vocational training
however the reality is that it was just simulated work in
simulated work settings for people largely viewed as
unemployable due in part to low expectations.
Mainly operated as day activity centres focusing on
living skills.

Evidence of Employability
70’s

Marc Gold - Try Another Way (USA)
Trevor Parmenter - Work Prep Centres (Aust)
Discovery - An evidence based approach to answering
the question - Who is this person?
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Pressure for Change.

Normalisation Movement
Nirje and Bank-Mikkelson (60’s)
Wolfsenberger (70’s)

New Directions Report (1985)
Disability Services Act (1986)
Disability Service Standards (1992)
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Outcomes

Pressure on sheltered workshops to focus on pathways
to open employment.
Establishment of DEN

Kevin 07 - the slide continues!
Now we have DES - ESS /VRS and mainstream
employment services features.
State based TTW programs (holding patterns and
funnels for DES and ADE’s).
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NDIS
The Great Leap Forward!

“It’s that Chocolate Mud Cake in
the window that we crave, but
when we bite in, well the
ingredients haven’t been properly
combined, they left out most of
the chocolate and it hasn’t been
cooked long enough - rather
unsatisfying .”
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What’s on the Menu?

SLES (School Leaver Employment Support)
Open Employment - really?
More Sheltered Workshops - oops sorry ADE’s

SLES
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What’s Wrong with this
Picture?
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Open Employment - Really?
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Creating and
Controlling Your Future
Let’s look at what’s happening and What you can do.

DES
Whilst DES persist with the idea of benchmark hours as
a way of working with clients, it will never achieve it’s
potential.
Along with its flawed measures of success and the
absence of the client voice and control, it will only serve
high functioning clients.
It’s part of the solution, but only for a small number of
people.
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ADE’s
Simulated work settings - no real training or exit
strategy.
Many currently rebadging as social entreprises - but not
changing practices. “the new black”
Until they pay full award wages, provide career paths
and training and progression to open employment
outside of the ADE for those that choose so, then they
are essentially operating as day respite centres.

Social Entreprises
A business activity that is commercially viable
(addressing an identified market niche), generating
sufficient income to meet all the usual obligations of a
business entity, including the payment of a living wage
to all its employees.
The primary purpose of the business activity is to
address an identified social need, such as the social and
economic inclusion of people who experience
marginalisation in the community.
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Staffing arrangements, where marginalised persons are both
the focus of the mission and actively engaged (i.e., employed)
in the business, commonly reflect near equal proportions of
those persons whose needs are the focus of the businesses’
mission, and others from the mainstream of the community.
All workers are ‘employees’, with all the rights, privileges and
responsibilities associated with this socially valued role, not
‘clients’ or ‘service recipients’
Work allocations (together with potential career and
promotional pathways) overall do not necessarily distinguish
between employees, in terms of if they are a member of a
focus population, or from the mainstream of the community,
with wage structures reflecting this relative equality in the
distribution of responsibility.

Looking for real
employment options and
control?
How about an evidence based pathway!
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Customised Employment
The Customised Employment process is a flexible blend of
strategies, services, and supports designed to increase
employment options for job seekers with complex needs
through the voluntary negotiation of the employment
relationship with an employer.
The Customised Employment process begins with an
exploration phase that lays the foundation for employment
planning. Planning results in a blueprint for the job search,
during which an employment relationship is negotiated to
meet the needs of both the job seeker and the employer.

Why?
“Customised Employment produces high-quality
employment with increased wages, benefits, and integration
into the community for people with disabilities who were
previously considered unemployable by some systems.
Customised Employment can reduce reliance on public
benefits.
Using Customised Employment strategies can result in
employment for other groups of people considered “hard to
serve” by the workforce system.
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It begins with “Discovery”
Discovery is an established, evidence-based approach to
the assessment and determination of an individual’s
interests, capacities, support needs and potentials.
The outcomes of the Discovery process could inform
social, avocational, and vocational programs designed to
promote the wellbeing, social and economic participation
of people with disability.
Discovery answers the question: Who is this person?

Discovery Outcomes
Open Employment - award wage.

Self Employment
YIKES! is a Chicago area beverage
vending and delivery business, owned
and operated by Matthew, who has a
developmental disability. Matthew’s
friends and family helped him build this
micro-business. Assisted by a job
coach, Matthew is daily doing real work
of real value in the community.
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Your Options

Customised Employment isn’t a norm in Australia. Many
organisations say they do, but it’s in name only.
“If the process didn’t start in your home and the
consultant doesn’t have personal career plan, then it
ain’t customised employment”
Take control yourself and embark on a journey of self
guided discovery.

Thanks for
Listening
peter.smith@cderp.com.au
www.cderp.com.au
Ph: 0427 813840
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